Information for new students

Welcome to the Department of Archaeology: we look forward to meeting you again in October.

In the meantime, you may find the following start-up reading lists useful. These are organised below by degree programme (and within each degree programme by the compulsory modules which you will take in your first year).

Buying books: Please note that there is no requirement to buy books for your Archaeology degree at Reading. However if you do wish to buy one or more core books for your first year Archaeology, Classics and/or History compulsory modules we would recommend any of the books listed above.

**BA Archaeology**

- AR1TS3 (Practising Archaeology)

- AR1P2 (Primates to Pyramids: An Introduction to World Prehistory)

- AR1RM2 (Rome to Reformation: An Introduction to Historic Archaeology)

- AR1TS2 (Bones, Bodies & Burials: The Archaeology of Death)

(BA Archaeology students are required to take AR1TS3 and **at least two** of AR1P2, AR1RM2, and AR1TS2)
BSc Archaeology

- AR1TS3 (Practising Archaeology)

- AR1TS2 (Bones, Bodies & Burials: The Archaeology of Death)

- AR1P2 (Primates to Pyramids: An Introduction to World Prehistory)

- AR1RM2 (Rome to Reformation: An Introduction to Historic Archaeology)

(BSc Archaeology students are required to take AR1TS3 and AR1TS2, and at least one of AR1P2 and AR1RM2)

BA Ancient History & Archaeology

- CL1CA (5th Century Athens)

- CL1CB (Augustan Rome)

- AR1TS3 (Practising Archaeology)

- AR1RM2 (Rome to Reformation: An Introduction to Historic Archaeology)
**BA Archaeology & Classical Studies**
- AR1TS3 (Practising Archaeology)
- AR1RM2 (Rome to Reformation: An Introduction to Historic Archaeology)
- CL1SO (Ancient Song)
- CL1TR (Text and Readers)

**BA Archaeology & History**
- AR1TS3 (Practising Archaeology)
- AR1RM2 (Rome to Reformation: An Introduction to Historic Archaeology)
- HS1LM1 (Landmarks in History 1) & HS1LM2 (Landmarks in History 2)
BA Museum Studies & Archaeology

- MC1CI (Museum Communication and Interpretation)

- MC1HPE (Museum History, Policy & Ethics)

- AR1TS3 (Practising Archaeology)

- AR1P2 (Primates to Pyramids: An Introduction to World Prehistory)

- AR1RM2 (Rome to Reformation: An Introduction to Historic Archaeology)

(BA Museum Studies & Archaeology students are required to take AR1TS3, MC1CI, MC1HPE, and at least one of AR1P2 and AR1RM2)